Because of the complexity of wet steam two-phase condensation flow, many problems remain to be solved. The important part of condensation theory-the calculation of the water droplet growth model in the transition zone-is not ideal; thus, it is necessary to develop a water droplet growth model with full-scale range. On the basis of the heat and mass transfer equilibrium in droplet growth, a coupled model of heat and mass balance for droplet growth is proposed. To verify the accuracy of this model, the differences and applicable ranges of various models were analysed using the experimental data of Peters and Meyer and two widely used models. In the free molecular flow region, the heat and mass balance model coincides with the Young low-pressure correction model. In the transition region, the heat and mass balance model agrees well with the experimental values of Peters and Meyer. In the continuous flow region, the heat and mass balance model coincides with the Gyarmathy model. Therefore, the heat and mass balance model can be used to accurately describe the growth process of water droplets in the arbitrary range of Knudsen numbers.
Introduction
The development level of the electric power industry is an important index for measuring the modernisation degree of a country. The steam turbine, as a type of power generator, plays an important role in the safe and economical operation of power plants [1] . The statistics of thermal power and nuclear power generation in China from 2010 to 2016 are shown in Table 1 . In 2016, thermal power and nuclear power generation capacity accounted for approximately 78% of China's power generation capacity. Given China's energy structure, power generation in the next few decades will continue to rely on steam turbines.
Spontaneous two-phase condensation flow in a steam turbine is very complex and involves many disciplines of computational fluid dynamics, multiphase flow, heat and mass transfer, statistical thermodynamics, and gas dynamics. Existing research on wet steam condensation flow can be divided into four approaches: condensation theory, experimental research, numerical research, and analytical research [2, 3] . The wet steam spontaneous condensation and droplet growth process occurs at the nanometre scale, and micro-droplet surface tension and mass transfer have always been difficult problems. Condensation theory includes the nucleation model and the water droplet growth model [4] . However, the calculation of non-equilibrium condensation flow involves many uncertainties. By comparing a large volume of experimental data, Han et al. found a certain deviation between the predictions of classical nucleation theory and experimental values; they also observed that the calculation of the existing water droplet growth model in the transition zone is not ideal [5] . The droplets in the initial growth stage are located in the molecular free flow region. The water molecules in the steam collide with water droplets and then merge with them; the growth mechanism of water droplets can be described by a molecular dynamics model. However, when the droplet radius is far greater than the vapour mean free path, droplets will be in a continuous flow region and the droplet growth mechanism can be described by the kinetic model of the continuum hypothesis. Most of the water droplets in the low-pressure cylinder of the turbine are 1-500 nm, belonging to the free flow region and the transition zone. Therefore, choosing an appropriate water droplet growth model is the key to accurately calculating wet steam condensation flow.
On the basis of the Fick diffusion theorem and the Fourier thermal conductivity calculation equation, Gyarmathy determined the relationship of the heat transfer coefficient of a water droplet and established the water droplet growth model [6] . The Gyarmathy model is accurate in the continuous flow region and the molecular free flow region; however, the calculated values in the transition region have some errors. On the basis of the energy balance model and molecular dynamics theory, Hill calculated the water droplet growth rate [7] ; however, because Hill's equation is more complex and the results are basically consistent with the Gyarmathy model, its application is not widespread. Young's group developed a low-pressure modified droplet growth model by assuming that a transition layer exists between water droplets and the surrounding steam [8, 9] . The flow relationship between a water droplet and the transition layer and that between the transition layer and steam are determined using the Langmuir three-layer theoretical model. Heiler [10] used the Fuchs-Sutugin difference formula to correct the correction factor of the Gyarmathy model. Delale and Meier [11] took the growth model of the molecular free flow region and continuous flow region into the transition region and obtained the water droplet growth model for the transition zone from the numerical solution. Bakhtar et al. [12, 13] speculated that, when the droplet diameter is far greater than the vapour molecular mean free path, the vapour migration velocity and liquid vapour pressure difference between the two phases can be neglected. On the basis of this hypothesis, a water droplet growth model in the continuous flow region was proposed. The Gyarmathy model and the Young low-pressure correction model are well used to calculate the water droplet growth rate, with the Young model being the most widely used. In general, the theory of water droplet growth has developed rapidly and the basic work has been improved; however, some remaining problems need to be solved. Most of the condensation flow in a steam turbine is located in the low-pressure transition zone; however, few models can accurately calculate the growth process of the full size range of droplets.
Water Droplet Growth Model

Droplet Growth Theory
Because the nucleation time is very short, the wet steam is in the water droplet growth region after the nucleation process until the cascade exit. The whole process of water droplet growth is accompanied by heat and mass transfer phenomena. Steam molecules on the surface of the water condense and release latent heat. The critical water droplet radius is 10 −4 -10 −3 µm. After the final stage, the average radius of droplets is 0.05-0.5 µm. Therefore, the Knudsen number (Kn) changes continuously from the free molecular flow region to the slip flow region [14] . The growth of large and small water droplets in supersaturated steam is described in Figure 1 . The hollow circles represent water droplets, and the solid circles represent vapour molecules. Figure 1a shows the continuous flow model, and Figure 1b shows the free molecular flow model. According to the theory of gas dynamics, the collision frequency of vapour molecules to the nucleus of condensation is related to the average free path of the vapour molecules and the radius of the water droplets. The larger the Knudsen number, the smaller the diameter of the droplet. The equation for calculating Kn [15] is
where µ is the steam dynamic viscosity, in Pa·s; T s is the steam saturation temperature, in K; R is the steam gas constant; p is the steam pressure, in Pa; and r is the droplet radius, in m.
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where μ is the steam dynamic viscosity, in Pa·s; Ts is the steam saturation temperature, in K; R is the steam gas constant; p is the steam pressure, in Pa; and r is the droplet radius, in m. Kn is an important parameter with respect to controlling heat and mass transfer. According to the different values of Kn, the combination of water droplets and the surrounding environment can be divided into three regions, as shown in Figure 3 . The inner layer is the condensation nucleus, whose temperature can be regarded as evenly distributed. The middle layer is the Knudsen layer, Kn is an important parameter with respect to controlling heat and mass transfer. According to the different values of Kn, the combination of water droplets and the surrounding environment can be divided into three regions, as shown in Figure 3 . The inner layer is the condensation nucleus, whose temperature can be regarded as evenly distributed. The middle layer is the Knudsen layer, and the heat and mass transfer in this layer are determined by molecular dynamics. The outer layer is the continuous flow region, where the heat and mass transfer are determined by the gas control equation under the assumption of a continuous medium. The process of water droplet growth will pass through the transition region. At present, research on describing the droplet growth process of the transition region is lacking and a precise mathematical model does not exist. To describe the growth model of water droplets in the full-scale range, three methods are usually adopted. (1) The correction factor is multiplied with consideration to the influence of gas molecular dynamics before the continuous flow model or the free molecular flow model is applied. The correction factor is a function of Kn which is generally used to correct the heat transfer coefficient of the droplet surface and the surrounding steam, or the mass flow of the droplets and the surrounding steam [2, 10] ; (2) Modification is carried out via intermediate interpolation to the molecular dynamics model and the continuum dynamics model. The modified formula satisfies both sides of the limit condition. When the water droplet radius tends to the critical radius, the modified formula satisfies the molecular dynamics model. When the radius of the water droplet tends to infinity, the modified formula satisfies the kinetic model [12, 13] ; (3) A transition layer is assumed to exist between the water droplets and the surrounding steam. The energy flow equations between the water droplet surface, the imaginary interface, and the continuous steam are deduced. The two equations are used to eliminate the interface temperature term, and the water droplet growth model is then obtained [16] .
The three aforementioned methods have shortcomings. The correction factor is used in Method 1 to correct the heat transfer or mass transfer; thus, the predicted water droplet growth rate in the free molecular flow region and in the transition region is smaller. In addition, no exact formula exists for determining the water droplet temperature. Method 2 does not describe the growth process of water droplets in the transition region. However, the water droplet growth model in the transition region is only interpolated from the numerical solution. This model only considers the mass exchange between the water droplets and the surrounding steam unilaterally. The condensation coefficient strongly influences this model; unfortunately, the values of the condensation coefficient vary widely [17] . Method 3 has advantages with respect to model integrity; however, the mass transfer equation is not considered. When the temperature of the droplet is determined, the coefficient of condensation is not equal to the coefficient of evaporation because of the non-equilibrium state. The coefficient of adjustment differs under different experimental conditions. In practical calculations, a constant between 0 and 9 is usually used. This approach introduces errors in the calculation of the droplet temperature.
The steam condensation rate on the surface of water droplets is mainly related to the rate of latent heat diffusion to the surrounding steam. The heat transfer coefficient of the water droplet surface is as follows: At present, research on describing the droplet growth process of the transition region is lacking and a precise mathematical model does not exist. To describe the growth model of water droplets in the full-scale range, three methods are usually adopted. (1) The correction factor is multiplied with consideration to the influence of gas molecular dynamics before the continuous flow model or the free molecular flow model is applied. The correction factor is a function of Kn which is generally used to correct the heat transfer coefficient of the droplet surface and the surrounding steam, or the mass flow of the droplets and the surrounding steam [2, 10] ; (2) Modification is carried out via intermediate interpolation to the molecular dynamics model and the continuum dynamics model. The modified formula satisfies both sides of the limit condition. When the water droplet radius tends to the critical radius, the modified formula satisfies the molecular dynamics model. When the radius of the water droplet tends to infinity, the modified formula satisfies the kinetic model [12, 13] ; (3) A transition layer is assumed to exist between the water droplets and the surrounding steam. The energy flow equations between the water droplet surface, the imaginary interface, and the continuous steam are deduced. The two equations are used to eliminate the interface temperature term, and the water droplet growth model is then obtained [16] .
The steam condensation rate on the surface of water droplets is mainly related to the rate of latent heat diffusion to the surrounding steam. The heat transfer coefficient of the water droplet surface is as follows:
where λ g is the thermal conductivity of steam, in W·(m·K) −1 ; Pr g is the Prandtl number; and γ is the ratio of the specific heat of steam.
The heat transfer of a single droplet to the surrounding steam in unit time is as follows:
where T r is the droplet temperature, in K; and T g is the steam temperature, in K. The droplet growth rate can be expressed by the increments of the droplet radius per unit time. Because the droplets are at the nanometre level, the heat capacity itself can be ignored. Therefore,
• Q should also be equal to the product of latent heat of condensation and steam condensation per unit time:
where ρ l is the liquid density, in kg/m 3 ; h fg is the latent heat of condensation, in J/kg; m is the mass of a water molecule, in kg; and dm/dt is the steam condensation per unit time, in kg/s. According to the flux matching between condensation nodules and transition layers, Gyarmathy used the Fick diffusivity and the Fourier thermal conductivity to calculate the growth rate of water droplets under the two limiting conditions of Kn << 1 and Kn >> 1. The Gyarmathy model of water droplet growth can be obtained as follows [6] :
where α th is the heat capacity of the vapour molecules' springback droplet surface, in J/(kg·K). For condensation flow in the last stage of the steam turbine, let Pr g = 1.2, γ = 1.3, and T r − T g = ∆T(1 − r * /r). Substituting these quantities into Equation (5), we obtain
where r* is the critical droplet radius in m, and ∆T is the degree of super-cooling. According to the flux matching between the continuous flow region layer and the Knudsen layer, the water droplet growth model under arbitrary Kn is studied on the basis of the Gyarmathy model and Langmuir's three-layer theoretical model of water droplets, and the model is modified at 10-30 kPa [8, 9] . Young proposed β as the correction factor affecting the growth rate of water droplets in the Knudsen layer. The Young model is as follows:
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where ξ is a semi-empirical correction coefficient; Ψ(P) is a correction factor of water droplet growth; and β is the correction factor.
Coupled Model of Heat and Mass Balance
Water droplet growth is mainly limited by two factors: the mass condensation rate on the droplet surface, and the rate at which condensation latent heat is transferred from the water droplet surface to the surrounding steam. Because of the high condensation latent heat of water, Chandler et al. proposed that the water droplet growth is mainly affected by the second factor [18] . Various water droplet growth models include uncertain factors, especially the value of the heat transfer temperature difference. We here propose a coupled model of heat and mass balance for droplet growth; this model is based on heat transfer equilibrium and mass transfer equilibrium. A saturated steam film is considered to exist between a droplet and the supersaturated steam around the droplet. The pressure and temperature of the saturated steam film can be determined. The droplet surface can be coupled by the heat transfer equation and the mass transfer equation. According to the Maxwell model, the mass transfer process on the droplet surface can be expressed as
The saturation pressure of the droplet surface is
The mass transfer coefficient can be obtained from the dimensionless Nusselt number for mass transfer (Nu M ):
where D is the self-diffusion coefficient of steam; and p s (T r ) is the saturation pressure corresponding to droplet temperature, in Pa.
In the continuous flow region, Nu ct M = 2. In the free molecular flow region, Nu f m M = 0.7979 µ/ρ g DKn [19] . The dimensionless mass transfer coefficient can be expressed as:
There are two directions for condensation latent heat generated by the water droplet growth process. One is the heat transfer to the surrounding steam through convection heat transfer; the other is the internal energy increment of the droplet itself. The heat transfer process between a droplet and steam can be expressed as:
where C p is the constant-pressure specific heat, in J/(kg·K). Because the diameter of a primary droplet is less than 100 nm, the magnitude of its internal energy change is substantially lower than the magnitude of the latent heat of condensation. Therefore, the second terms on the right side of Equation (14) can be neglected. The coupling model of heat and mass balance can be obtained by combining Equations (10) and (14):
The convective heat transfer coefficient of a droplet and the surrounding steam can be determined from the Nusselt number (Nu) [20] :
The droplet temperature T r can be determined by the following equation:
The droplet growth rate can be obtained by introducing T r and α into Equation (15) . The coupled model of heat and mass balance proposed in this paper is that given by Equation (15).
Droplet Surface Tension Correction
The liquid-plane surface tension equation [21] is:
According to the Gibbs surface tension theory, high error is introduced when the surface tension is calculated using the plane tension model. Three correction methods have been developed.
Tolman considered the capillary phenomenon at the bending interface and modified the plane surface tension model [22] :
where σ 0 is the liquid plane surface tension and δ is the Tolman length.
On the basis of isothermal and isobaric condensation, Kashchiev corrected σ 0 in the ideal gas state as follows [23] :
The Benson model is as follows [24] :
However, the two-phase condensation flow in a steam turbine is complicated and differs dramatically from the ideal gas parameter. Therefore, the Kashchiev model cannot be used. Huang used the Tolman model and the Benson model to calculate the condensation flow in a de Laval nozzle [21] . The Benson model most closely matches the experimental data; therefore, in the present paper, the Benson model is used to correct the plane surface tension equation.
Calculation Results and Analysis
Modelling Verification
On the basis of the experimental data of Peters and Meyers [25] , the growth rate of water droplets was calculated using the three models under the conditions of p = 3.693 kPa and T g = 284.4 K. The results are shown in Figure 4 . Assuming that the condensation nucleus and vapour phase are in a metastable equilibrium state, r* = 1.1 × 10 −9 m. The radius of the water droplets increases gradually because of the continuous addition of vapour molecules. Condensation latent heat causes the droplet temperature T r to change continuously and finally approach the vapour-phase equilibrium temperature T g . was calculated using the three models under the conditions of p = 3.693 kPa and Tg = 284.4 K. The results are shown in Figure 4 . Assuming that the condensation nucleus and vapour phase are in a metastable equilibrium state, r* = 1.1 × 10 −9 m. The radius of the water droplets increases gradually because of the continuous addition of vapour molecules. Condensation latent heat causes the droplet temperature Tr to change continuously and finally approach the vapour-phase equilibrium temperature Tg. shows that the value of Kn decreases with increasing droplet radius. The droplet growth rates calculated using Model 2 and Model 3 are substantially higher than that calculated using Model 1. The calculations using Model 2 and Model 3 show faster water droplet growth and greater release of latent heat in unit time. Thus, the condensation wave will be more obvious. In the free molecular flow region, the correction of the convective heat transfer coefficient of Model 1 and Model 3 can interfere with the influence of the droplet temperature difference on the droplet growth rate. Model 1 predicts a smaller droplet growth rate in the free molecular region and transition region because this model lacks an exact expression for the mass and energy transfer between the transition layer and the droplet surface. Model 1 only considers the influence of the gas molecular dynamics through the correction factor, which introduces a defect in physical consistency. When Kn < 20, the droplet growth rates predicted by Model 2 and Model 3 basically coincide. However, when Kn = 20, the two calculation results differ, with the maximum difference in the transition zone when Kn ≈ 1. Dramatic differences are observed in the droplet growth rate calculation results in the transition region. When Kn < 1, the difference between the three models decreases. Notably, when Kn < 0.1, the three models coincide completely, which indicates that the three models are the same in the continuous flow. Figure 5 shows the relationship between droplet temperature and radius. The droplet temperature of Model 1 is based on the following assumption: , the heat transfer temperature difference is equal to the degree of supercooling, which is not in accordance with the actual situation because, when droplets grow into large drops, steam has been completely restored from the supersaturation state to thermodynamic equilibrium [26] . The temperature of the steam phase cannot be the supercooling temperature Tg. The temperature of vapour molecules in wet steam should be equal to the saturation temperature Ts. The droplets accept the latent heat of condensation and keep the surface temperature approximately equal to that of the surrounding steam via the heat transfer between the surface and vapour. Therefore, the droplet surface temperature Tr should be slightly larger than the steam saturated temperature Ts. As a result, the wet steam can remain in a dynamic equilibrium state. Figure 4 shows that the value of Kn decreases with increasing droplet radius. The droplet growth rates calculated using Model 2 and Model 3 are substantially higher than that calculated using Model 1. The calculations using Model 2 and Model 3 show faster water droplet growth and greater release of latent heat in unit time. Thus, the condensation wave will be more obvious. In the free molecular flow region, the correction of the convective heat transfer coefficient of Model 1 and Model 3 can interfere with the influence of the droplet temperature difference on the droplet growth rate. Model 1 predicts a smaller droplet growth rate in the free molecular region and transition region because this model lacks an exact expression for the mass and energy transfer between the transition layer and the droplet surface. Model 1 only considers the influence of the gas molecular dynamics through the correction factor, which introduces a defect in physical consistency. When Kn < 20, the droplet growth rates predicted by Model 2 and Model 3 basically coincide. However, when Kn = 20, the two calculation results differ, with the maximum difference in the transition zone when Kn ≈ 1. Dramatic differences are observed in the droplet growth rate calculation results in the transition region. When Kn < 1, the difference between the three models decreases. Notably, when Kn < 0.1, the three models coincide completely, which indicates that the three models are the same in the continuous flow. Figure 5 shows the relationship between droplet temperature and radius. The droplet temperature of Model 1 is based on the following assumption: T r − T g = ∆T(1 − r * /r). According to this equation, when r >> r * , the heat transfer temperature difference is equal to the degree of supercooling, which is not in accordance with the actual situation because, when droplets grow into large drops, steam has been completely restored from the supersaturation state to thermodynamic equilibrium [26] . The temperature of the steam phase cannot be the supercooling temperature T g . The temperature of vapour molecules in wet steam should be equal to the saturation temperature T s . The droplets accept the latent heat of condensation and keep the surface temperature approximately equal to that of the surrounding steam via the heat transfer between the surface and vapour. Therefore, the droplet surface temperature T r should be slightly larger than the steam saturated temperature T s . As a result, the wet steam can remain in a dynamic equilibrium state.
The droplet temperature calculated by Model 3 agrees with that of Model 1 at the initial stage of nucleation. However, when the equilibrium state is restored, the calculated value of Model 3 is approximately 1 K higher than that of Model 1. The droplet temperature calculated by Model 2 clearly differs. The maximum difference is 15 K, which is not consistent with the actual situation. After condensation nuclei form, droplets rapidly grow and release latent heat to allow the gas-liquid two-phase flow to rapidly return to the equilibrium state. In the near-equilibrium state, the heat transfer between the droplet and the surrounding steam cannot be under a large temperature difference. The droplet temperature calculated by Model 3 agrees with that of Model 1 at the initial stage of nucleation. However, when the equilibrium state is restored, the calculated value of Model 3 is approximately 1 K higher than that of Model 1. The droplet temperature calculated by Model 2 clearly differs. The maximum difference is 15 K, which is not consistent with the actual situation. After condensation nuclei form, droplets rapidly grow and release latent heat to allow the gas-liquid twophase flow to rapidly return to the equilibrium state. In the near-equilibrium state, the heat transfer between the droplet and the surrounding steam cannot be under a large temperature difference.
Through the aforementioned analysis, Model 3 can correctly calculate the droplet temperature; in addition, in the free molecular flow region, it coincides with Model 2, which is widely used at present. In the transition region, Model 3 is in good agreement with the experimental data of Peters and Meyers [25] . In the continuous region, Model 3 coincides with Model 1. The results reveal that the droplet growth in the transition region depends not only on the rate of the latent heat transferred from the droplet surface to the surrounding steam but also on the molecular dynamics of the vapour (which cannot be ignored). Therefore, Model 3, derived in this paper, can accurately predict the droplet growth rate in the full range of Kn.
Wet Steam Condensation Flow Analysis
To verify the reliability of the heat and mass balance model, we use the Benson model to modify the droplet surface tension. The nucleation rate is calculated by the Wölk-Strey experimental correction model [4, 27] . The droplet growth rates are calculated by the Gyarmathy model, the Young model, and the heat and mass balance model. The non-equilibrium condensation flow of a de Laval nozzle is simulated; the nozzle profile is shown in Figure 6 . The inlet diameter of the nozzle is 8 cm, the exit diameter is 4.746 cm, the throat is located at x = 0 cm, and the nozzle length is 23 cm. The inlet total pressure is P0 = 80.2 kPa, and inlet total temperature is T0 = 390.15 K. The exit is supersonic flow. The two-order TVD (Total Variation Diminishing) difference scheme and the time marching method are used to solve the problem [28] . In this paper, the flow field of a Laval nozzle is calculated under different grid numbers, such as 1.6 × 10 4 , 3.2 × 10 4 , 4.8 × 10 4 , 6.4 × 10 4 . When the grid number is higher than 3.2 × 10 4 , the flow rate of the nozzle is near to steadiness. It is concluded that the 3.2 × 10 4 grids have grid independence, which can be used to solve the problem of a Laval nozzle. Through the aforementioned analysis, Model 3 can correctly calculate the droplet temperature; in addition, in the free molecular flow region, it coincides with Model 2, which is widely used at present. In the transition region, Model 3 is in good agreement with the experimental data of Peters and Meyers [25] . In the continuous region, Model 3 coincides with Model 1. The results reveal that the droplet growth in the transition region depends not only on the rate of the latent heat transferred from the droplet surface to the surrounding steam but also on the molecular dynamics of the vapour (which cannot be ignored). Therefore, Model 3, derived in this paper, can accurately predict the droplet growth rate in the full range of Kn.
To verify the reliability of the heat and mass balance model, we use the Benson model to modify the droplet surface tension. The nucleation rate is calculated by the Wölk-Strey experimental correction model [4, 27] . The droplet growth rates are calculated by the Gyarmathy model, the Young model, and the heat and mass balance model. The non-equilibrium condensation flow of a de Laval nozzle is simulated; the nozzle profile is shown in Figure 6 . The inlet diameter of the nozzle is 8 cm, the exit diameter is 4.746 cm, the throat is located at x = 0 cm, and the nozzle length is 23 cm. The inlet total pressure is P 0 = 80.2 kPa, and inlet total temperature is T 0 = 390.15 K. The exit is supersonic flow. The two-order TVD (Total Variation Diminishing) difference scheme and the time marching method are used to solve the problem [28] . In this paper, the flow field of a Laval nozzle is calculated under different grid numbers, such as 1.6 × 10 4 , 3.2 × 10 4 , 4.8 × 10 4 , 6.4 × 10 4 . When the grid number is higher than 3.2 × 10 4 , the flow rate of the nozzle is near to steadiness. It is concluded that the 3.2 × 10 4 grids have grid independence, which can be used to solve the problem of a Laval nozzle. The pressure distributions at the axis of the nozzle under the three droplet growth models are given in Figure 7 . The Kn range of the droplet growth stage (from the nucleation start to the nozzle exit) in the nozzle condensation flow is 4.43-39. 21 . That is, the flow is in the transition region and the free molecular flow region. The nucleation rate and degree of supercooling distribution at the axis of the nozzle under the three droplet growth models are shown in Figure 8 . The droplet number and radius distribution at the axis of the nozzle under the three droplet growth models are given in Figure 9 . The pressure distributions at the axis of the nozzle under the three droplet growth models are given in Figure 7 . The Kn range of the droplet growth stage (from the nucleation start to the nozzle exit) in the nozzle condensation flow is 4.43-39. 21 . That is, the flow is in the transition region and the free molecular flow region. The nucleation rate and degree of supercooling distribution at the axis of the nozzle under the three droplet growth models are shown in Figure 8 . The droplet number and radius distribution at the axis of the nozzle under the three droplet growth models are given in Figure 9 . The pressure distributions at the axis of the nozzle under the three droplet growth models are given in Figure 7 . The Kn range of the droplet growth stage (from the nucleation start to the nozzle exit) in the nozzle condensation flow is 4.43-39. 21 . That is, the flow is in the transition region and the free molecular flow region. The nucleation rate and degree of supercooling distribution at the axis of the nozzle under the three droplet growth models are shown in Figure 8 . The droplet number and radius distribution at the axis of the nozzle under the three droplet growth models are given in Figure 9 . The pressure distributions at the axis of the nozzle under the three droplet growth models are given in Figure 7 . The Kn range of the droplet growth stage (from the nucleation start to the nozzle exit) in the nozzle condensation flow is 4.43-39. 21 . That is, the flow is in the transition region and the free molecular flow region. The nucleation rate and degree of supercooling distribution at the axis of the nozzle under the three droplet growth models are shown in Figure 8 . The droplet number and radius distribution at the axis of the nozzle under the three droplet growth models are given in Figure 9 . In Figure 4 , the droplet growth rate predicted by Model 1 is the smallest. The droplet radius distribution in Figure 9 confirms this characteristic; that is, the average radius of Model 1 is the smallest. At the nozzle exit, the droplet radius value predicted by Model 2 and Model 3 is 1.69 times greater than that predicted by Model 1. Droplets in Model 2 and Model 3 increase more rapidly over In Figure 4 , the droplet growth rate predicted by Model 1 is the smallest. The droplet radius distribution in Figure 9 confirms this characteristic; that is, the average radius of Model 1 is the smallest. At the nozzle exit, the droplet radius value predicted by Model 2 and Model 3 is 1.69 times greater than that predicted by Model 1. Droplets in Model 2 and Model 3 increase more rapidly over the same time period. More latent heat of condensation is released to the vapour phase, the pressure jump is more obvious, and the condensation occurs at a slight forward position. Figure 7 shows this characteristic. In addition, the release of latent heat leads to the increase in vapour-phase temperature and to the decrease in the degree of supercooling. As both Model 2 and Model 3 predict the production of more latent heat, the degree of supercooling is less than that predicted by Model 1 before reaching the equilibrium state, as shown in Figure 8 . The degree of supercooling strongly affects the nucleation rate. Therefore, the nucleation rate value calculated by Model 2 and Model 3 is substantially smaller than that calculated by Model 1. Figure 8 shows that the nucleation rate is very sensitive to the degree of supercooling. When the degree of supercooling difference is approximately 1 K, the nucleation rate is 20% lower than that predicted by Model 1. With the decrease in the nucleation rate, the droplet number per unit mass decreases. The trend of the change in droplet number is similar to that of the change in the nucleation rate, and the droplet number predicted by Model 1 is approximately 5 times greater than those predicted by Model 2 and Model 3. The calculation results show that the pressure jump degrees calculated by the Young model and the heat and mass balance model are substantially greater than that calculated by the Gyarmathy model. The effects of different models on the nucleation rate, the droplet number, and the droplet radius are very obvious.
Conclusions
The study of the condensation flow of wet steam is important for improving the efficiency of steam turbines. On the basis of spontaneous condensation theory, the classical water droplet growth model was deduced and summarised. A coupled model of heat and mass balance was obtained. The droplet growth rate was calculated using the Gyarmathy model, the Young model, and the model deduced in this paper. The heat and mass balance model correctly calculated the droplet temperature. In the free molecular flow region, the developed model coincides with the Young model, which is widely used at present. In the transition region, the developed model is in good agreement with the experimental data of Peters and Meyer. In the continuous region, it coincides with the Gyarmathy model. The heat and mass balance model can be used to accurately describe droplet growth in the whole range of Kn. To reveal the influence of the droplet growth model on the condensation flow parameter, we used these models to calculate de Laval nozzle condensation flow. The influence of different droplet growth models on the condensation flow parameters was found to be very obvious.
